24 ft
30 Guest Max
3 Crew members
Total persons aboard 33

R/V Yellowfin Social Distancing Plan Phase IV

Legend

Outside Areas. Masks required. Includes life vest chest deck behind bridge,
Head and outside sink. Disinfect after use.
Galley & wetlab. Masks required unless used for meals on long trips. IF eating or drinking then 6-foot social
distancing applies. First bunkroom on right may be used for backpacks
Off Limits: kitchen in galley, bridge and engine room. Refrigerator is not for guests.
All guests will need to fill out the campus or SCMI COVID-19 Questionnaire before they arrive at SCMI. If they answer YES to any of the
questions they should not come on the cruise. Protocols and link here: https://www.scmi.net/covid-19-response/ Everyone will be
expected to show proof of completion via the response email on their phone or print out.

76ft

All persons aboard will wear masks and closed toed shoes.
Students/Researchers should line up on the designated markers along the wharf no more than 30 minutes before the start of the
cruise. No one should be gathered on the dock or gangway before the cruise start time.
Students/Researchers will be checked in one at a time before boarding the R/V Yellowfin. The check in will consist of signing the vessel
manifest, confirming they have filled out the COVID-19 Questionnaire, have a mask, and possibly a temperature check. If
students/researchers exhibit a temperature of 100.4o F and higher or any symptoms of COVID-19 they must not board the vessel.
Areas that are off limits are: the bridge, the engine room, the kitchen part of the galley, the area forward of the galley (pantry and
captain’s quarters), and the bunk areas below with the exception of occasionally the first bunk on the right to stow backpacks etc if
needed. Check with the captain or demo tech to arrange this.
Areas that are accessible: outside on the main deck, upstairs behind the bridge by the blue life vest chests, the head, the wet lab, and
the galley seating area.
IF the galley seating area is to be used for eating for trips longer than 4 hours, then social distancing (6 foot) rules apply while masks
are off. If eating or drinking outside, social distancing rules apply.
Persons using the head must sanitize all surfaces after use and use the outside sink under the ladder for handwashing. The door to the
Galley should remain closed.
Any of these protocols can be amended or changed by the CSULB safety department or the Captain of the vessel
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SCMI R/V Yellowfin Check-In Procedure
1. Students/researcher should go straight to the wharf and line up on the designated
markers in front of the R/V Yellowfin. Students should not linger around the front
building or front parking lot to avoid overcrowding.
2. The Demo Tech will check in each student/researcher one at a time before they can
board the R/V Yellowfin. The check can be done next to the gangway near the lineup
markers.
The Demo Tech will verify:
a. That the student/researcher has filled out the COVID-19 Questionnaire by showing
the response email they received.

b. That the student/researcher is wearing a face mask properly and close-toed shoes.
c. The student/researcher signs the vessel manifest
3. Once all the students/researchers are checked in the Demo Tech should give the safety
speech on the dock before they board the vessel.
4. The COVID-19 safety speech should include:
a. Everyone must keep their mask on at all times during the cruise except while eating
and drinking. This includes all areas of the vessel even the outside.
b. Point out the head and sink everyone can use to wash their hands. The sink turns
on at the bottom with a kick pedal. Please sanitize the head after use.
c. The following areas are off limits to students/researchers
i. The bridge
ii. The engine room
iii. The kitchen part of the galley, the refrigerator is not for guests.
iv. The area forward the galley (pantry and captain’s quarters)
v. The bunk areas
d. Students should avoid being inside the galley on short cruises. If the cruise is
longer than 4 hours students/researchers can eat in the galley if they remain
socially distant (6 feet).

SCMI COVID-19 Pre-Screen Questionnaire

